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Abstract
In this letter we construct GLNM -valued dynamical R-matrix by means of unitary
skew-symmetric solution of the associative Yang-Baxter equation in the fundamental rep-
resentation of GLN . In N = 1 case the obtained answer reproduces the GLM -valued
Felder’s R-matrix, while in the M = 1 case it provides the GLN R-matrix of vertex type
including the Baxter-Belavin’s elliptic one and its degenerations.
Yang-Baxter equations. Consider a matrix-valued function R~12(z) ∈ Mat(N,C)
⊗2, which
solves the associative Yang-Baxter equation [8, 18]:
R~12(z12)R
η
23(z23) = R
η
13(z13)R
~−η
12 (z12) +R
η−~
23 (z23)R
~
13(z13) , zab = za − zb . (1)
Here, following notations of the Quantum Inverse Scattering Method [20], an operator R~ab(z)
in (1) is considered as Mat(N,C)⊗3-valued. It acts non-trivially in the a-th and b-th tensor
components only. For example, R~13(z) is of the form
R~13(z13) =
N∑
i,j,k,l=1
Rijkl(~, z13) eij ⊗ 1N ⊗ ekl , (2)
where the set {eij} is the standard basis in Mat(N,C), 1N – is the identity matrix in Mat(N,C)
and Rijkl(~, z12) are functions of complex variables ~ (the Planck constant) and z (the spectral
parameter).
Let the solution of (1) satisfies also the properties of the skew-symmetry
R~12(z) = −R
−~
21 (−z) = −P12R
−~
12 (−z)P12 , P12 =
N∑
i,j=1
eij ⊗ eji (3)
1
and unitarity
R~12(z)R
~
21(−z) = (℘(~)− ℘(z)) 1N ⊗ 1N , (4)
where ℘(x) – is the Weierstrass ℘-function. We assume that it is equal to 1/ sinh2(x) or 1/x2
for trigonometric (hyperbolic) or rational R-matrices respectively. Notice that solution of (1)
with the properties (3)-(4) is a true quantum R-matrix of vertex type, i.e. it satisfies the
quantum (non-dynamical) Yang-Baxter equation1:
R~12(z12)R
~
13(z13)R
~
23(z23) = R
~
23(z23)R
~
13(z13)R
~
12(z12) . (5)
Equation (1) can be view as matrix extension of the genus one Fay trisecant identity:
φ(~, z12)φ(η, z23) = φ(η, z13)φ(~− η, z12) + φ(η − ~, z23)φ(~, z13) , (6)
which coincides with (1) in scalar (N = 1) case. It plays a crucial role in the theory of classical
and quantum integrable systems [12, 21, 4]. Solution of (6) satisfying the (scalar versions of)
properties (3)-(4) is the Kronecker function:
φ(~, z) =
ϑ′(0)ϑ(~+ z)
ϑ(~)ϑ(z)
, ϑ(x) =
∑
k∈Z
exp
(
piıτ(k +
1
2
)2 + 2piı(x+
1
2
)(k +
1
2
)
)
, (7)
where Im(τ) > 0. Its trigonometric and rational limits are given by coth(~) + coth(z) and
~−1+z−1 respectively. Similarly, the elliptic solution of (1) with properties (3)-(4) is known [18]
to be given by the Baxter-Belavin’s R-matrix [3]. The trigonometric solutions were classified in
[19]. They include the XXZ R-matrix, its 7-vertex deformation [5] and their GLN generalizations
[1] (see a brief review in [11]). The rational solutions consist of the XXX R-matrix, its 11-vertex
deformation [5] and their GLN generalizations [22, 13] – deformations of the GLN Yang’s R-
matrix R~12(z) = ~
−11N ⊗ 1N + z
−1P12. Summarizing, we deal with the R-matrices considered
as matrix generalizations of the Kronecker function (including its trigonometric and rational
versions).
To formulate the main result we also need the Felder’s dynamical GLM R-matrix [7]:
RF12(~, z1, z2| q) = R
F
12(~, z1 − z2| q) =
= φ(~, z1 − z2)
M∑
i=1
Eii ⊗Eii +
M∑
i 6=j
Eij ⊗ Eji φ(z1 − z2, qij) +
M∑
i 6=j
Eii ⊗Ejj φ(~,−qij) ,
(8)
where q1, ..., qM – are (free) dynamical parameters,
qij = qi − qj , (9)
and the set {Eij} is the standard basis in Mat(M,C).
The R-matrix (8) is a solution of the quantum dynamical Yang-Baxter equation:
R~12(z1, z2| q)R
~
13(z1, z3| q − ~
(2))R~23(z2, z3| q) =
= R~23(z2, z3| q − ~
(1))R~13(z1, z3| q)R
~
12(z1, z2| q − ~
(3)) ,
(10)
where the shifts of the dynamical arguments {qi} are performed as follows:
R~12(z1, z2| q + ~
(3)) = P ~3 R
~
12(z1, z2| q)P
−~
3 , P
~
3 =
M∑
k=1
1M ⊗ 1M ⊗ Ekk exp
(
~
∂
∂qk
)
. (11)
1The latter statement is easily verified. See e.g. [14].
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Quantum dynamical GLNM R-matrix. Consider the following Mat(NM,C)-valued expres-
sion:
R~1′2′12(z, w) =
M∑
i=1
1′
Eii ⊗
2′
Eii ⊗R
~
12(z − w) +
M∑
i 6=j
1′
Eij ⊗
2′
Eji ⊗R
qij
12 (z − w)+
+
M∑
i 6=j
1′
Eii ⊗
2′
Ejj ⊗
1
1N ⊗
2
1N φ(~,−qij) ,
(12)
where the Mat(NM,C) indices are represented in a way that the Mat(M,C)-valued tensor
components are numbered by the primed numbers, and the Mat(N,C)-valued components are
those without primes (as previously). Put it differently, the indices are arranged through
Mat(NM,C)⊗2 ∼= Mat(M,C)⊗2 ⊗ Mat(N,C)⊗2. The order of tensor components is, in fact,
not important. It is chosen as in (12) just to emphasize its similarity with the Felder’s R-matrix
(8). The latter is reproduced from (12) in the N = 1 case, when the GLN R-matrix entering
(12) turns into the Kronecker function (7).
The results of the paper are summarized in the following
Theorem Let R~12(z) be some GLN quantum non-dynamical R-matrix satisfying the associative
Yang-Baxter equation (1) and the properties (3)-(4). Then the expression (12) is a quantum
dynamical R-matrix, i.e. it satisfies the quantum dynamical Yang-Baxter equation:
R~1′2′12(z1, z2 | q)R
~
1′3′13(z1, z3 | q − ~
(2))R~2′3′23(z2, z3 | q) =
= R~2′3′23(z2, z3 | q − ~
(1))R~1′3′13(z1, z3 | q)R
~
1′2′12(z1, z2 | q − ~
(3)) ,
(13)
where the shifts of arguments {qi} are performed similarly to (11):
R~1′2′12(z1, z2 | q + ~
(3)) = P~3′ R
~
1′2′12(z1, z2 | q)P
−~
3′ ,
P~3′ =
M∑
k=1
1′
1M ⊗
2′
1M ⊗
3′
Ekk ⊗
1
1N ⊗
2
1N ⊗
3
1N exp
(
~
∂
∂qk
)
.
(14)
Proof: It is useful to write (1) as
R~ab(zab)R
η
bc(zbc) = R
η−~
bc (zbc)R
~
ac(zac) +R
η
ac(zac)R
~−η
ab (zab), (15)
where a, b, c are distinct numbers from the set {1, 2, 3}. Besides (15) and the properties (3)-(4)
the proof of (13) uses the Yang-Baxter equation (5) for the GLN R-matrix and the following
cubic relation:
R~ab(zab)R
η
ac(zac)R
~
bc(zbc)−R
η
bc(zbc)R
~
ac(zac)R
η
ab(zab) = R
~+η
ac (zac)(℘(~)− ℘(η)) , (16)
which is true under hypothesis of the theorem. If ~ = η it reduces to (5). In the general case
(16) leads (due to skew-symmetry of its r.h.s.) to
RηabR
~
acR
η
bc +R
~
abR
η
acR
~
bc = R
η
bcR
~
acR
η
ab +R
~
bcR
η
acR
~
ab , R
~
ab = R
~
ab(za − zb) , (17)
known as the Yang-Baxter equation with two Planck constants [15]. The verification of (13) is
a straightforward but cumbersome calculation. Consider, for example, the equation arising in
3
the tensor component
1′
Eij ⊗
2′
Ekk ⊗
3′
Eji with i 6= j 6= k 6= i:
Rqik12 (z12)R
qkj
13 (z13)R
qik
23 (z23) + φ(~, qik)φ(~, qki)R
qij
13 (z13) =
= R
qkj
23 (z23)R
qik
13 (z13)R
qkj
12 (z12) + φ(~, qkj)φ(~, qjk)R
qij
13 (z13) .
(18)
To prove it one should use (16) written in the form
Rqik12 (z12)R
qkj
13 (z13)R
qik
23 (z23)− R
qkj
23 (z23)R
qik
13 (z13)R
qkj
12 (z12) =
= (℘(qik)− ℘(qkj))R
qik+qkj
13 (z13) = (℘(qik)− ℘(qkj))R
qij
13 (z13)
(19)
and the well-known property of the Kronecker function (scalar version of the unitarity)
φ(~, qik)φ(~, qki) = ℘(~)− ℘(qik) , φ(~, qkj)φ(~, qjk) = ℘(~)− ℘(qkj) . (20)
The rest of the tensor components are verified similarly. 
In the elliptic case, when R~12(z) is the Baxter-Belavin’s R-matrix, the result of the theorem
is known [17]. Similar results for the classical r-matrices were obtained previously by P. Etingof
and O. Schiffmann [6] and later in [16, 23], where the Hitchin type systems were described on the
Higgs bundles with non-trivial characteristic classes. Recently, these type models appeared in
the context of R-matrix valued Lax pairs and quantum long-range spin chains [9, 10]. In [17] the
answer (12) was verified explicitly in the elliptic case without use of the associative Yang-Baxter
equation. In this respect the approach of this paper provides much simpler proof. What is
more important, the answer (12) is also valid for all trigonometric and rational degenerations of
the elliptic R-matrix (satisfying the properties required in the Theorem). In the light of results
of [10] the R-matrix (12) is the one necessary for quantization of the (generalized) model of
interacting tops.
Classical glNM r-matrix. As a by-product of the Theorem we also get the classical dynamical
Yang-Baxter equation for the classical r-matrix of the generalized interacting tops [10]. Consider
the classical limit of the GLN R-matrix from the Theorem:
R~12(z) = ~
−11N ⊗ 1N + r12(z) +O(~) . (21)
The coefficient r12(z) is the classical r-matrix, and the quantum Yang-Baxter equation (5)
reduces in the limit (21) to the classical (non-dynamical) Yang-Baxter equation:
[r12(z12), r13(z13)] + [r12(z12), r23(z23)] + [r13(z13), r23(z23)] = 0 . (22)
Similarly, the classical dynamical r-matrix appears from (8) through (21). It satisfies the
classical dynamical Yang-Baxter equation:
[r12(z12), r13(z13)] + [r12(z12), r23(z23)] + [r13(z13), r23(z23)]+
[∂ˆ1, r23(z23)]− [∂ˆ2, r13(z13)] + [∂ˆ3, r12(z12)] = 0 ,
(23)
which underlies the Poisson structure of the spin Calogero-Moser model [2]. Here
∂ˆ3 =
M∑
k=1
1M ⊗ 1M ⊗Ekk ∂qk , P
~
3
(11)
= 1M
⊗3 + ~ ∂ˆ3 +O(~
2) . (24)
4
In the same way, starting from the quantum R-matrix (12) one gets the classical r-matrix
r1′2′12(z) =
M∑
i=1
1′
Eii ⊗
2′
Eii ⊗ r12(z) +
M∑
i 6=j
1′
Eij ⊗
2′
Eji ⊗R
qij
12 (z) , (25)
and the classical dynamical Yang-Baxter equation follows from (13):
[r1′2′12(z12), r1′3′13(z13)] + [r1′2′12(z12), r2′3′23(z23)] + [r1′3′13(z13), r2′3′23(z23)]+
+[∂ˆ1′ , r2′3′23(z23)]− [∂ˆ2′ , r1′3′13(z13)] + [∂ˆ3′ , r1′2′12(z12)] = 0 .
(26)
with
∂ˆ3′ =
M∑
k=1
1′
1M ⊗
2′
1M ⊗
3′
Ekk ⊗
1
1N ⊗
2
1N ⊗
3
1N ∂qk , P
~
3′
(14)
= 1MN
⊗3 + ~ ∂ˆ3′ +O(~
2) . (27)
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